
Jennett’s Park Creative Journey Planner YEAR.....5     TERM...Summer 
Empowering our children to flourish and achieve under God’s love 

Name of Unit:  The Ancient Egyptians  

The Context (Why):  Is it right to excavate tombs? 
                                  What have the Egyptians done for us?  
 
They need to know and understand: 
Science: Properties and Materials  

 compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of their properties, including their hardness, solubility, transparency, conductivity (electrical and 
thermal), and response to magnets  know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution, and describe how to recover a substance from a solution 

 use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be separated, including through filtering, sieving and evaporating 
 give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, for the particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood and plastic 
 demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible changes 
 explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials, and that this kind of change is not usually reversible, including changes associated with 

burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of soda 
 plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary 
 recognise and control variables where necessary 

 
use test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests 
take measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when appropriate  
record data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs 
report and present findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in results, in oral and written forms 
such as displays and other presentations 
identify scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments. 

Art  
▪ improve their mastery of art and design techniques; drawing  

▪ create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them review and revisit ideas 

▪ create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them review and revisit ideas 

▪ Learn about great artists, architects and designers in history. Eg. David Hockney 
ICT:  

• Research and compiling a PPT 

• Internet Safety 
Geography: 

• use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and its countries, as well as the countries, continents and oceans studied at this key stage 

• locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including the location of Russia) and North and South America, concentrating on their 
environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries, and major cities 

• name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical regions and their identifying human and physical characteristics, key topographical 
features (including hills, mountains, coasts and rivers), and land-use patterns; and understand how some of these aspects have changed over time 

• identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and 
Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including day and night) 

• understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of the United Kingdom, a region in 
a European country, and a region within North or South America 

• rivers and water cycle 

 

Educating for 
Wisdom, 
Knowledge and 
Skills 

To help grow resourceful, 
resilient and reflective 
children who are equipped 
with the skills, knowledge and 
tenacity empower themselves, 
their learning throughout their 
lives.  

Educating for 
Hope and 
Aspiration 

To inspire and enrich lives 
beyond current opportunities 
and experiences  in order to 
open minds to the potential 
their future holds 

Educating for 
Community and 
Living Well 
Together 

To be a multi-cultural, 
inclusive community of 
individuals loved by God who 
feel valued and involved 
where we create qualities of 
character to enable people to 
flourish. 

Educating for 
Dignity and 
Respect 

That children might know 
how much that they are loved 
and valued by so that they 
might show dignity and 
respect for themselves and 
others by carefully and safely 
thinking through their 
actions. 

    
 



 
 
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       

The Challenge or Big Questions 

 

What have the Egyptians done 
for us?  

Is it right to disturb tombs?  

Activities (Possible Route of learning) 

1. Topic day – fully immersive themed day 
2. Canopic Jars- making  
3. Discussions- oracy – lines of opinions 
4. Filming documentary- what have the Egyptians done for us.  

Immersion Activity- What do they need to know? How are 
you going to start with a bang? 

Topic Day- making Egyptian foods, and scavenger hunt- virtual 
tour of Egyptian tombs   

Real life context and links to Wider World (International/ 
Charity/ World of Work) 

Contributions to modern society via inventions.  

Studying of rivers and how it has changed over time- The Nile.  

Moral discussions- is it right to disturb tombs? 

 

 

Trips/ Visits / Experiences 

Art- canopic jar workshop 

 

 



 

How to Share and Celebrate Success 

Make an ancient Egyptian water lever-  

Create a cake/ recipe for an ancient Egyptian feast 

 

How we will cover Owl 
Learning Behaviours and 

Rainbow Values in this journey 

C - Collaboration 
O - Optimism 
P - Perseverance 
P - Pride 
I – Independence  
C - Challenge 
MD - Managing Distractions 

Love Honesty Respect Peace 

Forgiveness Patience Support 

☺Kindness & Joy  
  

Challenge 10 activities  

- Lecture  

- Pictures to represent 

- Thinking Bagel 

- Writing on the Wall  

 

Final Quality Products 

 

Balanced argument about whether tombs should be excavated.  

Filmed documentary- what have the Egyptians done for us?  

Making an ancient Egyptian water lever.  

 

  

Literacy, Maths and Computing Links 

ICT- documentary- video editor.  

Literacy links – writing and displays. 

Maths links- weighing and measuring for baking. 

   

 

Home Learning Projects 

 

Researching the Egyptians and 
inventions  

 

 

 

 

  

Oracy Links 

Debating skills- leading into balanced argument 

Questions- discussion 

Social and emotional and linguistic- working with others- 
documentary  

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary: 

 excavate, ancient, mythology, worship,  

sacred  corpse  heist  sarcophagus  irreparable  

hieroglyphs  archaeological  cache  memento  callous  

Science:  

 


